
 

Knowledge Organiser: 19th Century Prose 

 

 

Context 

Queen Victoria reigned throughout most of the century; the Industrial Revolution changed 

people’s lives; The British Empire was prevalent; there was a sharp division in social class 

and considerable poverty. 

 

The Novels that will be studied (extracts from these only) 

Great Expectations (Dickens): it follows the childhood and young adult years of Pip a 

blacksmith's apprentice in a country village. He suddenly comes into a large fortune (his 

great expectations) from a mysterious benefactor and moves to London where he enters 

high society. 

Oliver Twist (Dickens): it is the story of a young orphan, Oliver, and his attempts to stay good 

in a society that refuses to help. Oliver is born in a workhouse, to a mother not known to 

anyone in the town. 

Dracula is an 1897 Gothic horror novel by Irish author Bram Stoker. It introduced the 

character of Count Dracula, and established many conventions of subsequent vampire 

fantasy. 

Frankenstein is a novel written by English author Mary Shelley (1797–1851) that tells the 

story of Victor Frankenstein, a young scientist who creates a hideous, sapient creature in an 

unorthodox scientific experiment. 

Pride and Prejudice is an 1813 romantic novel by Jane Austen. It charts the emotional 

development of the protagonist Elizabeth Bennet, who learns the error of making hasty 

judgments and comes to appreciate the difference between the superficial and the 

essential. 

Hard Times is the tenth novel by Charles Dickens, first published in 1854. The book surveys 

English society and satirises the social and economic conditions of the era. 

We study short stories by HG Wells. Herbert George Wells was an English writer. He was 

prolific in many genres, writing dozens of novels, short stories, and works of social 

commentary, satire, biography, and autobiography, and even including two books on 

recreational war games. 


